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Abstract

Purpose: The periodontal maintenance (PM) appointment requires varying amounts of time and is absolutely essential for long-term successful periodontal therapy. This study assessed time requirements for PM and relative contribution of patient-level factors such as oral health status, complex medical history, maintenance compliance and demographics.

Methods: One hundred patients receiving PM in a graduate periodontal program at a dental school participated in this cross sectional, observational study and components of their PM were timed in minutes/seconds. Descriptive data were obtained for average total-time required for PM and relative time for each treatment component. Hierarchical multiple linear regression determined what patient-level factors demonstrated the greatest impact on total-time to complete PM.

Results: The average PM appointment interval, with radiographs, was 1 hour, 16 minutes, 23 seconds (SD 19:25 minutes). When cubicle preparation and disinfection was included, the total-time was 1 hour, 24 minutes, 31 seconds (±19:32 minutes). Multiple regression showed that BOP, dentist examinations, number of carious lesions and/or restorative defects, number of teeth/implants, taking radiographs, female gender and deposit aggregate (supragingival and subgingival calculus and stain) were significant predictors of total PM duration and explained 57% variance (p<0.05, R2=0.569).

Conclusion: Based on the average comprehensive PM appointment time of 1:16 minutes, the typical appointment of 60 minutes is insufficient to achieve the goals of a comprehensive PM in this academic clinic setting. These findings suggest the need to utilize more customized models for scheduling PM in order to achieve time allocations that are individualized to address specific patients' needs.


	periodontal disease/therapy
	patient care planning
	appointment and schedules
	dental prophylaxis
	oral hygiene
	continuity of patient care


Introduction

Periodontal maintenance (PM) is imperative for long-term success of periodontal treatment.1-10 While treatment of periodontal disease may encompass a variety of procedures (surgical and non-surgical) designed to restore health to the periodontium, nonsurgical therapy including removal of subgingival plaque and calculus by scaling and root planing remains the standard of care.11-24 Current accepted practice for non-surgical PM is a 45 to 60 minute appointment with follow-up appointments at 3 month intervals.8,16,22,25,26 While effectiveness of the 3 month PM appointment interval has been well documented, very little evidence exists to support the customary 45 to 60 minute time-frame parameter, with the exception of a report by Schallhorn et al.25 Their landmark citation set the standard for PM therapy, reporting a typical PM appointment taking 52.61 minutes, including average time spent on the various PM components (Table I). According to the American Academy of Periodontology (AAP), the current standard for PM treatment-considerations recommends time be individualized and dictated by such factors as number of teeth or implants, patient cooperation, oral hygiene efficacy, compliance, systemic health, previous PM frequency, instrumentation access, history of disease or complications, and distribution and depth of the sulci.26 Despite this, no data exists in contemporary literature providing guidance on the relative contribution of these factors to total-time needed for effective PM.

Although Schallhorn et al have provided guidance on PM therapy,25 in the 3 decades since its publication there have been significant changes in patient care, e.g. in-depth medical history, contemporary standards of care on comprehensive
periodontal examinations, utilization of electronic records and universal precautions for infection control, to name a few. Obviously, the advent of universal infection control procedures has increased the time required for providing care as many of the standards became effective after 1981.27 Furthermore, advancements in medical/dental technology and improved life styles have allowed Americans to live longer while retaining much of their natural dentition.28,29 However, while innovations improved health and life expectancy, many elderly are disabled, suffering from chronic medical and oral conditions requiring time-consuming medical/dental management.30,31 Consequently, the progressive evolution of patient care, federal safety regulations and the complexity and interaction of variables that can impact treatment, suggests the customary time-frame parameter outdated and insufficient when considering the goals of a contemporary PM visit.26,27,32
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Table I:
Components of typical PM appointment and time requirements (taken from Schallhorn and Snider25) and Comparison of PM components between Schallhorn and Snider vs. AAP Position Paper26





The purpose of this study was to systematically evaluate the relative time requirements for each PM component and overall total-time for a PM appointment. Additionally, the study was designed to determine the degree patient-level characteristics, such as oral health status, complex medical history, maintenance compliance and demographics contribute to variation in time required for the contemporary PM visit, as these data may provide guidance for determining time estimates useful in treatment planning.



Methods and Materials


Sample

Upon approval from the Institutional Review Board (IRB), the primary investigator was responsible for recruiting, explaining procedures, collection of all data and performing all PM procedures on all subjects. The investigator had 40 years of combined practice experience in periodontal private, government and academic settings. Volunteer subjects signed informed consent and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) forms. All subjects were assigned a study number to ensure anonymity and utilization of all data collection.

A cross sectional, observational study design was utilized. A convenience sample of 100 consecutive patients presenting for PM treatment were recruited starting in August 2009 and completed in November 2009. Inclusion criteria required subjects understand spoken English, have ≥6 teeth, be between age 30 to 89 years, exhibit moderate to severe periodontitis conforming to case types III or IV (American Dental Association (ADA) Periodontal Classification)33 and meet the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical status of ASA I, II, or III.34 Exclusion criteria included patients presenting with acute periodontal abscess, and/or ASA IV or VI health status.34 It should be noted the ADA classification of periodontal disease status was used in lieu of the 1999 classification of periodontal diseases/conditions due to available electronic programmed software.33,35




Procedures

Patient data, consisting of the various PM components, were entered electronically using electronic clinical management software (Paradox® Runtime, Corel Corporation, Ottawa, Ontario) and included oral and medical examinations, medications, restorative charting, treatment notes, treatment planning and digital radiographs using electronic radiographic imaging (MiPACS® Dental; Medicor Imaging, Charlotte, North Carolina). Periodontal assessment data included: probing depths (PD), gingival recession, bleeding on probing (BOP), plaque index (6 sites per tooth), tooth mobility, furcation involvement and any other existing muco-gingival problems or conditions.36 Annual or periodic dental examinations and periodontal consultations were provided as needed by a small cohort of supervising periodontists who provided care consistent with that in practice, depending on individual need.




Format Utilized

Component time and overall appointment duration was recorded using a digital software stopwatch/count-down timer (XNote Stopwatch® dnSoft Research Group, Cheboksary, Russia) measuring time intervals in seconds, minutes and hours. The software was loaded on the same computer as the electronic dental record for ease of data collection. The primary feature of the stopwatch included the ability to “snap” and record times in minutes/seconds with a single mouse click for each treatment component to include the following: greeting patient, radiographic evaluation/assessments and/or taking necessary radiographs, medical/dental history, dental/oral examinations, periodontal examinations, oral hygiene assessments and communication, instrumentation/treatment phase, dentist examinations, and treatment planning and patient dismissal. These features allowed for time efficiency, while minimizing errors collecting data, and prevented the process of data collection from adding substantially to overall appointment duration. Timing results were collected in a standardized manner and duplicated with each participant utilizing a pre-determined component sequence (Table II). After participants were released, the recorded data were copied and saved, and the stopwatch was re-set for next subject.




Pilot Study

Pilot testing was used to determine a standardized total-time allocation for pre- and post-infection control procedures. The authors were primarily interested in capturing the variance in PM time as described by AAP Parameter of Care;32 however, infection control procedures are important to consider in overall appointment planning. Since infection control occurs in the inter-appointment interval where many other actions take place, we elected to isolate the pre- and post-infection control time and obtained an average estimate uncontaminated by other non-PM care factors. The standardized infection control time was derived by timing a total of 10 sessions, (5 operative set-ups and 5 break-downs) for the PM treatment according to the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) guideline standards.27 It should be noted the subsequent regression modeling did not include the time for infection control.




Statistical Design and Analysis

An observational, cross-sectional study design was utilized. Subjects were observed at a single time point and received PM therapies as indicated. Data were analyzed descriptively to obtain relative time needed for each component and overall average time required for PM procedures. For these analyses, the PM treatment time excluded time allocated for the inter-appointment cubicle preparation and disinfection procedures. Hierarchical multiple linear regression
analysis with a backward elimination approach was used to determine which patient-level factors and various components of the appointment have the greatest impact on treatment time to complete PM procedures. Backward elimination was used to produce the simplest explanatory model for explaining variance in treatment time as a function of key patient-based and appointment-based predictor variables, while controlling for collinearity amongst predictors.
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Table II
Periodontal maintenance component sequence used in current study









Results

One hundred subjects were enrolled out of 102 screened, with 100 consenting and 99 subjects available for analysis, as 1 subject was exited from the study due to determined need to re-activate alternative care. The number of subjects enrolled in the study each day ranged from 1 to 4. Given the clinician's typical schedule treating 6 PM patients per day, fatigue was not likely given the ratio of the number of patients seen vs. the number enrolled per day. Demographic characteristics (Table III) reveal an average age of 64.4 years, and a 3% greater distribution of women than men. Periodontal case type status revealed 42% of subjects classified as case type III and 57% case type IV.33 More than half (53%) of subjects were ASA III.34 While the majority of subjects (75%) reported taking 1 to 5 medications, almost half (47%) had previously smoked, with 12% current smokers.

Results from clinical summary data (Table IV) shows the average number of teeth including implants
among subjects was 23.5 (±4.4), and an equal distribution in periodontal case types III and IV.33 Mean BOP was equal among the case types, averaging 16.3% (±19.0%) for case type III and 16.5% (±15.0%) for case type IV.33 Subjects were relatively compliant with their PM recall frequency with a median PM recall of 3.2 (SI 0.8) months. An average proportion (63%) were overdue for their PM appointment, with the range of months for those overdue being 2 to 4 months. Almost half (42%) exhibited poor oral hygiene as noted in the mean percent of plaque among all subjects 41.0 (±28.1). Aggregate deposits were categorized as slight, moderate or heavy in range, with the majority of subjects exhibiting slight deposits. In the present investigation the amount of deposit was used to account for variations in treatment time based on patient condition. The extent of inflammation among subjects presenting for PM varied and was not measured beyond the dependent parameters listed.
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Table III:
Sample characteristics





The average time required for PM components (Table V) reveals total-time for completion of the PM visit was 1 hour, 16 minutes, 23 seconds (±19:25 minutes). Additionally, the average inter-appointment time needed for cubicle preparation and disinfection was 8.08 (±0.07) minutes, making the average overall appointment interval in this study 1 hour, 24 minutes, 31 seconds (±19:32 minutes). As expected, the greatest amount of time was spent on the treatment phase, averaging 29:34 (±7:21) minutes, followed by the periodontal examination at 14:23 (±4:26) minutes. Obtained radiology times were highly variable due to a variety of circumstances, e.g., differences in type/and or number of digital radiographs taken, institutional barriers, and differential time to evaluate existing radiographic films from past appointments.

Preliminary bivariate analyses were conducted to determine the relationship between patient-level factors and overall PM time and provide guidance in selecting predictors for the multiple regression analysis. Patient-level factors that had a significant
relationship (p<0.05) with mean appointment time were female gender, supragingival calculus deposits, radiographs, number of teeth, medical consultations, number of medications, percent BOP, percent pockets 4 to 6 mm, and dentist examinations. Data were subsequently entered into a multiple regression model using a backward elimination approach, with the criterion for variable removal set at p>0.10. The resulting model explained 57% of variance in overall treatment time (p<0.05; r2=0.569) as a linear function of predictors (Table VI). The resulting model included the following predictors: radiographs, dentist examinations, number of teeth/implants, aggregate deposits (supra-gingival and sub-gingival calculus, stain), percent BOP, number of carious lesions/restorative defects, and gender (female). This demonstrated that these predictors contributed unique variance with part r2=0.09, 0.02, 0.05, 0.05, 0.03, 0.02 and 0.02, respectively.
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Table IV:
Clinical characteristics of subjects







Discussion

The goal of this study was two-fold - to systematically evaluate the relative time requirements for each PM component and collectively considered the overall total duration time for a comprehensive PM appointment, and to identify patient-level and appointment-level factors that have the greatest impact on treatment time variability. The estimated average comprehensive PM treatment interval for the PM visit was 1 hour, 16 minutes, 23 seconds (±19:25 minutes). Modeled separately was the average time needed to complete universal infection control procedures between PM appointments; 8.08 (±0.07) minutes. Not surprising, the variability in total treatment time was fairly large and most likely a result of tailoring care to each individual's needs, as recommended by AAP26,32 and the CDC/OSHA.27 Considering the mean (SD) total PM time, it is evident that a standardized appointment time for PM of 45 to 60 minutes is likely insufficient to achieve the goals of comprehensive PM for the majority of periodontal patients. Only 19 of the 99 subjects in this trial were treated in less than 60 minutes, despite the experience of the clinician-investigator, with over 40 years of clinical practice and exclusively treated periodontal patients in previous private practice, as well as this academic clinical facility. Moreover, none of these 19 patients required radiographs during the PM, which would have added considerably to treatment time (on average 22 minutes), as was demonstrated as explaining approximately 9% of unique variance in the regression model.

Results from the predictive model clearly suggest that PM scheduling schemas must be approached to address the patient-level characteristics, periodontal needs of the patient, expected standards of care in regards for periodic diagnostic assessment, as well as fit the characteristics of patients in the practice. Annual comprehensive examinations and/or the need for radiographs would likely require more extensive time allotted for the appointment than 2 or 3 month PM visits. A variety of models could be employed, including modifying the amount of time with the hygienist and/or scheduling a separate appointment for diagnostic evaluation with the dentist, depending on the patient's individual needs and the practice characteristics.

Although there is a small body of literature reporting time estimates for providing dental treatment,37-39 the majority focused on initial periodontal therapy and did not specifically consider the PM appointment. Schallhorn et al is the singular study that reported on time needed for PM.25 Furthermore, past studies relied on either dentists self-report of time needed or used crude assessments (e.g., using a wall clock) to evaluate time for
care, and used multiple clinicians and/or multiple sites for collecting data.37-39 Additionally, common standards for calibration among providers were not accounted for nor were practitioner experiences or differing treatment philosophies that may have influenced procedures and subsequent time variation. To confound findings further, some studies reported utilizing dental assistants, others did not, and yet other studies were inconclusive. In the current study, an assistant was not utilized to make results more generalizable to dental hygiene practice. Moreover, a recent review article by Tan identified the difficulty in estimating PM treatment time, reporting there will always be variations in terms of disease severity, number of teeth, training of the personnel involved and “degree of difficulty.”40 Consequently, the current studyis the only investigation to standardize procedures and clinician, and employ a system of accurately capturing time for each PM component while not interfering with patient care.
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Table V:
Periodontal maintenance component times*





Results from this study indicate the greatest amount of unique variance in total-time, 0.09, was demonstrated when radiographs were required. On average and, not surprisingly, there was a 22 minute difference in total treatment time for the PM when any radiographs were obtained. In addition, the examination by the dentist added approximately 9.22 (SD=4.2) minutes to the overall time which is likely typical for other comprehensive examinations. The physical setting of this study (a graduate periodontics clinic within a school of dentistry) allowed for impromptu dental examinations
similar to that which would be expected in a busy private practice setting. The PM appointment time will vary considerably depending on whether a periodic exam and/or radiographs are needed or not. Variable exam times may also differ depending on whether the exam is performed by a general dentist versus a periodontist. A systematic review explored whether supportive care provided by a specialist practice produced different clinical outcomes than those provided in a generalist practice.41 Collectively, results from the 14 studies that met criteria for inclusion demonstrated less attachment loss for patient treated by periodontists and concluded that these are likely a result of greater overall time being devoted to PM in the specialty practice.41 It is noteworthy, however, that a recent study compared cost effectiveness of supportive periodontal care provided by periodontal practices in Spain, UK, Australia, U.S., Ireland, Germany Japan and Sri Lanka.42 These authors' conclusions suggest that PM in private practice, at least in the U.S., may be cost effective if clinicians placed a greater value on preventing attachment loss in periodontal patients. In theory, preventing attachment loss will increase tooth retention and thus prevent the monetary costs associated with tooth replacement. One might also argue that the quality of life costs associated with unnecessary tooth loss should be part of the discussion. Irrespective, the financial impact of increasing the average appointment time does have implications for dental practices that must be considered relative to provider's philosophy on tooth retention over a person's lifespan. In particular, one must weigh the relative tradeoffs between allotting sufficient time to individualize care to achieve better patient outcomes and less dental disability over time, with the increased patient and practice liability from compromising care due to inadequate time.
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Table VI:
Regression model parameters for predicting PM treatment time (excluding cubicle preparation and disinfection) by patient-level and appointment parameters. (r2=0.569)





Also, not surprisingly, the number of teeth/implants and the amount of deposits were significant predictors, both explaining 0.05 variance, as the more teeth an individual retains, and the heavier the deposits, the more time required to perform a comprehensive PM. This is particularly relevant because the aging U.S. population is living longer and retaining more teeth now than ever before. While age was not a significant predictor in this study, our sample was representative of older dentate adults. In the U.S., the older population has shifted from a predominately edentulous one in years past, to a contemporary one with an average of 20 teeth/person.28,30 Epidemiological studies suggest that periodontal diseases are cumulative over time resulting in an increase from 6% among persons 25 to 34 years to 41% among those 65 years and older.43 Tooth retention, coupled with other oral health related issues, suggests that the need to individually allot time for PM will continue to be an issue in rendering appropriate treatment.

Additionally, BOP was also a significant predictor contributing uniquely to time for PM at 3%. It is noteworthy that for each 1% increase in BOP there is a comparable increase of 0.23 minutes in treatment time. Clinically translated, this suggests that the predicted additional time needed for a patient with 80% BOP compared to a patient with 10% BOP would be approximately 16 additional minutes (0.23*70). The same is true for aggregate deposits in this study. A composite variable was created by summing the 0 to 3 ordinal rankings for plaque, supra- and subgingival calculus, and stain scores to produce an aggregate score that ranged from 0 to 12. Extrapolating the regression coefficient for deposits to the clinical setting suggests that for each increase in deposit score, there is a concomitant increase of approximately 2 minutes in time needed for PM. While results from the study cannot definitely be used to develop a firm algorithm for appointment planning, it is clear that for patients with poor periodontal control (higher BOP and deposits scores), a longer appointment time should be systematically developed and implemented. Comprehensive PM is critical for creating a biologically compatible environment that patients can maintain during the PM interval. Whereas the absence of BOP is a reliable predictor for the maintenance of periodontal health,44 the presence of BOP and/or deposits may suggest ongoing compromised periodontal status, or generalized or site-specific recurrent disease which could justifiably require additional treatment considerations. Obviously, removal of calculus or heavy stain from coffee/tea or tobacco is yet another time-consuming procedure compared to a well-maintained mouth.

The results also demonstrate the presence of carious lesions and defective restorations was a significant predictor in treatment time, explaining an additional 2% in unique treatment time variance. As with the deposit aggregate score, a dental defect score was computed by summing the number of incipient and frank carious lesions, and number of restorative defects. In our sample, 20% of the subjects had no defects and 35% had more than 6 defects. Clinically, for each 1 unit increase in defect score, there would be a concomitant increase in total-time of a little over 1 minute. The importance of allotting sufficient time for diagnosing and thorough debridement of dental defects cannot be overstated. Defective overhanging dental restorations (ODR) have been strongly implicated as an etiologic factor in the progression of periodontal disease and are alarmingly prevalent.45 In one study, 59% of restorations had overhanging margins with 32% BOP.46 In addition to promoting plaque accumulation, ODRs promote the aggregation of gram-negative anaerobic pathogenic microbes.47 A fundamental aspect of PM is thorough assessment of local factors which results in the need for more time if there are multiple defects compared to intact and healthy dentition. Lastly, gender was a statistically significant predictor (0.02) of treatment time, with women having treatment times on average 6 minutes longer. The contribution of this variable to the model deserves special consideration. Our participants were largely an older (mean age 64.4 years) and less healthy population seeking care for Class III and IV33 periodontal disease, with 76% having an ASA II classification,34 and 23% reported taking >6 medications. However, women were more likely to be taking >6 medications (29.4%) compared to males (20.8%) despite the relatively even distribution of gender in the study. Moreover, women were more likely to have an ASA II or III classification than men.34 Given these characteristics, it's likely that the gender may also have been confounded by health status or other potential factors. While oral health has been attributed to less education, less positive attitudes towards oral health, and environmental factors, data on these potential confounders were not acquired on subjects in this study; therefore, it is not possible to explore other reasons why women required more time for the PM.48

Although older adults are living longer and healthier lives, many present with complex medical histories, managing multiple chronic diseases, both physical and psychological that, in turn, require multiple medications.49 Indeed, such medical histories frequently require time-consuming medical/dental management often resulting in consultations with other health care providers. A 2010 report shows the number of prescription drugs consumed increases with age, e.g., 40% of patients aged >65 years take 5.7 medications.50,51 Medication use and age related chronic diseases, and their possible interactions with periodontal disease highlight the importance of a thorough medical history and consultation as necessary. Clearly this adds time to the PM appointment but is imperative for successful PM and overall health, safety and welfare of the patient.

As with most clinical studies, there are limitations to the current investigation. Subjects were treated according to AAP (2003) guidelines for care, within an academic health center clinic by a single clinician with 40 years of experience. While this reduced inter-clinician and multiple-site variance, it also limits generalizability to well-experienced clinicians who use the recommended standard of care for PM, as outlined by AAP. Future studies are needed that employ multiple clinicians with varying levels of experience from different settings (e.g., general and specialty practices) to evaluate the impact of these potential sources of variability. Well-designed, mixed-effects designs (patients clustered within clinicians, clustered within site), while expensive to conduct, would provide valuable insight and more generalizable findings with regard to treatment times. Furthermore, it is impossible to assess whether subjects in this study were substantially different than those seen in private practice. The difficulty in accurately capturing periodontal prevalence rates in the U.S. is highly dependent upon how “disease” is operationalized.52 In our population, women had greater prevalence of 4 to 6 mm pockets compared to men (29% vs. 22%), but men were more likely to have pockets >7 mm (2% vs. 0.7%). Severity of disease and oral hygiene status were not related to increasing age; however, participants were largely older with only 21% younger than 55 years old. Participants in this study varied according to periodontal severity, health status, tobacco use and adherence to PM intervals, thus representing a fairly wide range of periodontal patients. Dentist examinations were performed by board certified periodontists, who likely performed more thorough exams than would be typical by general dental practitioners. While many, but not all, of the AAP recommendations coincide with procedures used for PM in this study,26,32 the relative mix of specific procedures that make up service categories shared by general and specialty practices is an important issue to explore for future research. Finally, it seems prudent to conduct studies on the effect of using an electronic patient chart (compared to paper record) on treatment time, as this could be an additional predictor of time duration variance on the PM appointment.



Conclusion

Results indicate the average duration time required 1 hour, 16 minutes, 23 seconds to achieve the goals of PM. Thus, the typical 45 to 60 minute appointment was insufficient for the average PM patient in this study. Clearly, each of the patient-level and practice factors have an impact on the amount of time needed to accomplish PM. Clinical significance and practical guidance from the results of this study suggests the need for clinicians to develop meaningful individual rubrics for estimating individual PM appointment times. While the data from this study may provide guidance in this respect, it is important to note that a one size fits all approach should be avoided. While our average total-time estimate of 1 hour, 25 minute PM appointment may be appropriate in this academic practice setting, it is not generalizable to all populations. Our results do suggest, however, the need for dental hygienists and dentists to engage in meaningful conversation regarding best practices and develop models that are individualized to fit their patient's needs and practice characteristics. These results may provide some guidance on which elements of the PM appointment are most variable. A systematic approach reflecting the individual's unique characteristics and goals for that PM appointment could justifiably contribute to improved time and stress practice management, while, improving cost effectiveness and reducing liability.
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